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To investigate plasma density during the Breit–Wheeler positron generation, a

comparative study of four plasma targets is performed via the PIC (particle-in-

cell) code EPOCH. When an ultra-intense laser (2.8 × 1023 Wcm−2) is incident,
more positrons with high energy are generated in the increasing density

plasmas. The positron yield is already 1.5 × 108 with a cutoff energy of 2 GeV

at t � 37T0. It is demonstrated that increasing density plasmas will enhance

gamma photon radiation and positron generation. In increasing density

plasmas, under-dense plasmas favor electron acceleration, and over-dense

plasmas will induce laser reflection. Cross sections of the Compton back-

scattering and the BW positron generation are both increased via high-energy

electrons colliding with the reflected laser. In addition, increasing the laser

intensity will directly enhance positron generation. This investigationwill further

facilitate high-flux positron generation and application.
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1 Introduction

As a result of the quick development of laser technology, a peak intensity of

1024Wcm−2 will soon be realized [1]. Under such laser intensity, the quantum

electrodynamics (QED) effect dominates the laser–plasma interaction which results in

positron creation. The laser-induced positron source has drawn great attention and

research interests due to its unique properties such as ultra-short duration, high energy,

low divergence, high flux, and density [2]. Positrons have extensive application prospects

in material science for defect and phase transition, new radiation source, and laboratory

astrophysics [3–5]. For example, based on coherent gamma rays emitted by the stimulated

annihilation of electron–positron pairs, researchers are trying to build a new gamma laser

[6]. High-density electron–positron pairs (>1026 m−3) are required in the Bose–Einstein

condensate (BEC) of positroniums and in the gamma-ray burst (GRB) in the laboratory

[7]. However, the required density is still beyond that obtained in state-of-the-art laser

facilities.
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According to creation mechanisms, laser-induced positron

generation includes two ways: an indirect way and a direct way

[8]. In the indirect way, high-energy electrons are obtained via

the laser–plasma interaction first. Then, these electrons are shot

into a second-class target to produce positrons. For example, the

trident process and the BH (Bethe–Heitler) process belong to the

indirect way [9]. The indirect way always requires a thick, solid

target for transition [10], and the required laser intensity can be

afforded by current large laser facilities. When an ultra-short

(~1 ps) and ultra-intense (~ 1020Wcm−2) laser pulse is incident
obliquely onto a ~1-mm-thick gold foil [7], 2 × 1010sr−1

positrons with a density of ~ 1012cm−3 are obtained in the

laboratory. In the direct way, laser irradiates a target directly to

generate positrons, such as the multi-photon BW

(Breit–Wheeler) process [11]. First, photon radiation can be

described as e +mγl → e + γr on behalf of an energetic electron

(e) interacting with laser photons (γl) to radiate a high-energy

gamma photon (γr) [12, 13]. Second, the BW process is initiated

to generate positrons when these radiated gamma photons

further interact with laser photons, which is

γr + nγl → e + e+. It is to be noted that the BW process is a

highly nonlinear multi-photon process. Provided that the

energy of the generated positron is high enough, an

avalanche is initiated [14]. Compared with the indirect way,

positrons produced in the BW process have unique

characteristics of high yield, high density, and high energy.

However, the driven laser intensity required is too high to be

realized in state-of-the-art laser facilities. Recent investigations

have focused on the enhancement of positron generation and

lowering the required laser intensity. When a 12.5 PW laser is

tightly focused on a 1 − μm-thick aluminum foil [15], the BW

process is greatly enhanced with 1010 positrons generated. The

maximal positron density is as high as ~ 1026m−3. Positron yield
and density will be further increased if a 320 PW laser is

employed. Head-on collisions of an electron and laser

(photon and photon) are demonstrated to be an effective

way for the enhancement of positron generation. When two

collimated γ-ray pulses driven by 10 PW lasers collide,

3.2 × 108 positrons with a divergence angle of 7° are created

per shot [16]. The head-on collision can lower laser intensity

required for the BW process to ~ 1022Wcm−2 [17]. Our

previous reports also show that positron generation can be

enhanced via modulating the incident laser profile, optimizing

the plasma target, and employing two laser pulses for collision

[18–20]. However, further investigations of plasma density on

positron generation are still needed.

In this work, taking an ultra-intense laser irradiating foam-

like plasmas into account, the influence of plasma density on the

BW positron generation is studied. Laser intensity is also

discussed in the optimized plasmas. Results show that the

increasing density plasma favors positron generation and

acceleration, and increasing the incident laser intensity is still

an effective way to enhance positron generation. This work will

promote the investigation of the laser-induced positron source

and its further applications.

2 Methods and model

When a laser pulse propagates in under-dense plasmas, a

plasma density that matched the laser pulse favors electron

acceleration. Taking the bubble regime, for example, a bubble

is formed only when the normalized laser amplitude a0 �
eA/mec2 and the plasma frequency ωp � (4πe2nemec2

)1/2 follow

Rωp/c ≈
��

a0
√

[21, 22]. Here, ne is the plasmas’ density, e and

me are the electric field and mass of an electron, respectively, R is

the bubble radius, and c is the light speed in the vacuum. Self-

focusing and reflection are induced when the laser propagates in

dense plasmas. The critical power for laser self-focusing is

Pc ≈ 16.4ω2
l /ω

2
p GW, where ωl is the laser frequency [23]. To

investigate the effects of non-uniform density plasmas on laser

propagation and positron generation, four types of plasmas are

taken into account: linearly increasing density plasmas (type I),

linearly decreasing density plasmas (type D), first increasing and

then decreasing density plasmas (type A), and first decreasing

and then increasing density plasmas (type V). As schematically

shown in Figure 1, plasmas whose density varies linearly in the

x-direction are distributed between 0 μm and 30 μm. The

minimal density is 0.1nc, while the maximum is 4nc, where

nc ≈ 1.1 × 1021

λ20[μm] cm−3 is the critical density according to the pulse

wavelength λ0 � 1 μm. In the y-direction, plasmas are uniformly

distributed. The simulation box is x × y � 33 μm × 16 μm, being

sampled by 3300 × 1600 cells. Thus, the cell size is 0.01μm, being

comparable to the relativistic corrected skin depth. The boundary

is set at “simple_outflow” to prevent the field and particles from

FIGURE 1
Schematics of four types of plasmas: type I is linearly
increasing density plasmas (A); type D is linearly decreasing density
plasmas (B); type A is first increasing and then decreasing density
plasmas (C); and type V is first decreasing and then increasing
density plasmas (D).
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being reflected into the region of interest. A circularly polarized

Gaussian laser pulse is incident from the left boundary with an

intensity of I � 2.8 × 1023Wcm−2, the corresponding normalized

amplitude of which is a0 ≈ 320. The laser is tightly focused with a

focal spot radius of 2μm, and the laser focal positon is at the left

surface of the plasmas. All simulations are realized with the two-

dimension PIC (particle-in-cell) code EPOCH, in which the QED

module is implemented [24]. In order to save the computational

source, 77 macro-particles are initially put in each cell. As the

incident laser is ultra-intense, the pre-pulse will ionize the target

as soon as irradiating onto its surface. Thus, fully ionized

nitrogen plasmas are employed with N7+ ions and electrons to

simplify the model.

3 Results and discussion

As the laser is ultra-intense and ultra-short and foam-like

plasmas are employed, the multi-photon BW process

dominates positron generation in the laser–plasma

interaction. When the laser propagates in plasmas, electrons

are accelerated to radiate high-energy gamma photons. These

photons further interact with laser photons, resulting in

positron generation. Figure 2A shows the evolution of

positron yield in four types of plasmas. It can be seen from

the figure that the positron yield gradually reaches its maximum

in A- and D-type plasmas. Even though the positron yield is

small at first, it increases quickly and keeps increasing in I-and

V-type plasmas. In the I-type plasmas, whose density increases

linearly, the positron yield is the highest among these four

plasma targets. At t � 37T0, 1.5 × 108 positrons have already

been generated with a maximal density of 7.1 × 1025 m−3. Here,

T0 is the laser period. The BW process continues to generate

more positrons as the interaction is sustained. When comparing

the positron yield in the A-type plasmas and in the V-type

plasmas, it is to be noted that the positron yield increases slowly

as the laser propagates from high- to low-density plasmas.

However, it increases quickly as the laser propagates into

denser plasmas. It is demonstrated that increasing density

plasmas favor positron generation.

When the laser propagates in increasing density plasmas, on

the one hand, the under-dense plasmas favor electron

acceleration. High-energy electrons are obtained, and they

propagate along with the laser pulse. On the other hand,

when plasmas get denser, partial laser is reflected [18]. It is to

be noted that gamma photon radiation is controlled by

η ≈ γ
Es
| �E⊥ + �v× �B|, where γ is the Lorentz factor, Es �

1.3 × 1018 Vm−1 is the Schwinger field, �E⊥ is the component

of the laser electric field perpendicular to the electron velocity �v,

and �B is the laser magnetic field [25].When electrons move in the

same direction as the laser, �E⊥ is almost canceled by �v× �B,

resulting in few photon radiations. However, when electrons

collide with the reflected laser, the Compton back-scattering is

initiated, resulting in plenty of gamma photon radiations as η

reaches its maximum. The emission direction of these gamma

photons is parallel to the electron velocity. Furthermore, high-

energy gamma photons collide with the reflected laser, and

positron generation is also enhanced as the controlling

parameter χ � Zωγ

2mec2
| �E⊥ + �k× c �B| also reaches its maximum

[26]. Here, -ωγ is the photon energy, and �k is the unit vector

in the photon radiation direction.

Figure 2B shows the spectra of positrons at t � 37T0. First, it

is also to be noted that there are more positrons generated in

I-type plasmas. Second, the cutoff energy of positrons in the

I-type plasmas is ~ 2GeV, which is higher than that in the other

plasmas. High-energy electrons accelerated in the under-dense

plasmas induce high-energy gamma photon radiations, and thus

high-energy positrons are generated. Provided high enough of

the generated electron–positron pair energy, second-class

photons are radiated to join in the positron generation, and

thus an avalanche is initiated.

For more details, the energy density distributions of gamma

photons and the location of the laser pulse are provided in

Figure 3. It can be seen from the figure that high-energy

density gamma photons are well focused in the I-type plasmas

when compared with those in the other plasmas. Also, these

FIGURE 2
Evolutions of the positron yield (A) and spectra of positrons (B) at t � 37T0 in simulations with different types of plasmas.
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high-energy density gamma photons are distributed in the center

of the laser pulse, where the laser field is the strongest. In the

positron generation-controlling parameter, higher �E⊥ and �B

induce higher χ, which favors positron generation. The

maximal energy density of photons is 1,327.8 MeV · nc in the

I-type plasmas at t � 35T0. When the laser pulse propagates to

the denser region in the I-type plasmas, an electron-free channel

is formed. Electrons are accelerated along with the laser in the

channel. The higher the plasma density, the smaller the channel

radius. Thus, electrons are well focused in the channel, resulting

in well-focused and high-energy density gamma photons. It is

also to be noted from the simulation result that the positron

density in I-type plasmas is also the highest of these four plasma

targets.

Laser intensity plays an important role in electron

acceleration, photon radiation, and positron generation.

Taking the positron generation process into account, laser

intensity even induces different mechanisms. Provided that

the Schwinger field is realized, the vacuum will break down to

generate electron–positron pairs. However, that field is too

strong to be realized in a laboratory. Researchers are

concerned with the feasibility of experiments in state-of-the-

art laser facilities. In the following, simulations of different

intensity lasers irradiating plasmas are performed. The

normalized laser amplitude a0 ranges from 260 to 500, while

all the other laser parameters remain unchanged. In

consideration of its benefit in high-flux and high-density

positron generation, the I-type plasma target is employed. All

parameters of the target and the simulation box remain the same

as previously described.

Figure 4 provides simulation results for different intensity

lasers irradiating the I-type plasma target at t � 33T0. Gamma

photon radiations are gradually enhanced as the incident laser

intensity increases (Figure 4A). The photon number is

proportional to the normalized laser amplitude. It is also to be

noted that the cutoff energy and the mean energy of photons are

both increased with the laser. Taking the Compton back-scattering

process for photon radiation into account, increasing the laser

intensity results in high-energy electron acceleration and strong

laser field reflection. High-flux and high-energy photons induce

the enhancement of positron generation. The positron yield

increases exponentially with the laser intensity. When a0 � 500,

FIGURE 3
Energy density (MeV · nc) distributions of radiated photons at t � 35T0 in simulations with different types of plasmas and the profile of the
transverse electric field Ey (V/m) at t � 35T0 in each simulation.
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the positron yield is ~ 8.6 × 108, while the maximal density is

1.2 × 1026m−3 at t � 33T0. In addition, there are ~ 2.0 × 107

positrons generated with a maximal density of 5.2 × 1025m−3,
even though the normalized laser amplitude is 260.With the quick

development of laser technology, this scheme can be realized

experimentally in the foreseeable future. Figure 4D shows

positron spectra at t � 33T0 in simulations with different

intensity lasers. It can be seen that positron energy increases

quickly at first and then slows down. The cutoff energy exceeds

4GeV when the normalized laser amplitude is 500. On the one

hand, these high-energy positrons further radiate second-class

gamma photons, which prevents the cutoff energy from

increasing. On the other hand, photons radiated from

generated pairs interact with laser photons to produce more

positrons. The avalanche induces a rapid increase in positron

yield (Figure 4C).

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, a comparative study of four plasma targets in

the BW process for positron generation is performed. It is found

that increasing density plasmas favor high-flux and high-density

positron generation. When an ultra-intense laser irradiates

increasing density plasmas, under-dense plasmas will

contribute to electron acceleration, and dense plasmas will

reflect the laser in order to collide with high-energy electrons.

The Compton back-scattering is enhanced as a result of the

collision, followed by the enhancement of positron generation.

When different intensity lasers irradiate increasing density

plasmas, it is found that increasing the normalized laser

amplitude induces exponential growth of positron yield. High-

flux and high-density positrons are generated even with lower

laser intensities. This investigation provides a feasible basis for

obtaining positrons experimentally via the BW process.
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